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Economic Crisis





J.P. Morgan analysts estimate the country's gross debt servicing 
would amount to $7 billion this year, with the current account 
deficit coming in around $3 billion.

sovereign debt default and is exposed to external 
shocks.

President Rajapaksa asked China to restructure repayments on 
around $3.5 billion of debt owed to Beijing, which in late 2021 
also provided Sri Lanka with a $1.5 billion yuan-denominated 
swap.

Sri Lanka's current debt-to-GDP ratio has skyrocketed in recent 

years, increasing from 42% in 2019 to 104% in 2021 

Debt crisis



Pandemic time 

• Tourism income

• Remittances

• Tax cuts by nearly half 

• Quick structural adjustment - constitutional amendment the 20th Amendment

• External Factors - Easter Sunday terror attack,Pandemic, Ukraine 



Reasons to ignore the early warnings

• Gov ultra-nationalistic inward policies 

• Import subsidization - Export orientation

• Heavy militarization - DG of essential service to 28 military appointments

• Democratic backsliding 

• Rejection of early warnings 



• Foreign Affairs

• Economy 

• Health

• Law and Order

• Trade and Commerce

• Disaster Management

• Ports

• Civil Aviation 

• Agriculture

• Archeology

• Provisions -Sathosa stores

• Department of Multi Purpose 
Development Task Force

• Task Force of Poverty Eradication and 
Livelihood Development 

• Task Force Economic Revival 

• Beureau of Commissioner General 
Rehabilitation

• Governor

• Military in 
15 Key 
Sectors 



Sudden Rupture 

• Fragile state -> Crisis state 

• Economic Crisis -> Political Crisis with public protest

• Deaths at long lines for fuel / Power cuts 10 hours 

• Started from the president's residence - Social Media to all island 

• Is it an Arab spring?  - 3 attributes 

• Autocracy 

• Corruption 

• Poverty 



#GoHomeGota -> Post Rajapaksa regime
• No Family Rule 

• Immediate resignation of all 26 cabinet members 

• Reappointment 4 cabinets in 3 months 

• Protestors want new faces - rejection of the corrupt 

• There is an effort to align with protestors but fails 

• There is a clear gap between protestors’ demands and their narrative compared 
with the government. 

• New President appointed by Parliament for the remaining term - no people’s 
mandate, alignment to the previous regime, same security administration officials



Crackdown of protest 
• Emergency Rule 

• Crackdown on protest 

• Ambassador of the United States to Sri Lanka Julie Chung says she called on 
President Ranil Wickremesinghe to express her grave concern over the 
“unnecessary and deeply troubling” escalation of violence against protesters 
overnight.

https://www.colombotimes.net/us-envoy-tells-lankan-president-this-is-not-the-time-to-crack-down/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-62260678


Sri Lanka Crisis - China 
• China was not the only concern but a considerable issue 

• Autocratic Model — > Heavy push factor from China to alter the model

• CPC and SLPP model - Human Rights issue 

• Foreign Policy tilt to China

• Think Tank Level Support - Confucius Centers to private think tanks

• Chinese loans 10% or 20% - Opaque and non transparent 

• Interest rate - some above 6%

• No EIA clearance was properly done 

• Heavy corruption 

• Civil-Military Nexus in Projects 



Debt trap diplomacy - Strategic-trap 
diplomacy

• Heavy dependency on China - More borrowings during the Pandemic

• China bandwagoning foreign policy

• The debt trap only looks at quantitative data and does not capture the strategic 
depth of Chinese engagement 

• Debt trap debunking theories incorrect. My reply published in Sweden ISDP

• First, they have not seen the 99-year lease. All on assumption 

• Second, the loans were high interest 6.4%, non-transparent, no proper EIA

• Third, business models are not generating the expected revenue 

• Fourth, military vessels can’t come, incorrect. 



• China on Sri Lankan Debt Restructuring 

According to the Central bank, Chinese debt stands at 10% of the country's $35.1 
billion in external debt. Umesh Moramudali a Sri Lankan researcher says “Sri 
Lanka’s [debt] to Chinese creditors comes about 20%, not 10%. So, all these 
20% will have to be restructured. That means you’ll have to look at how China 
Development bank will deal with restructuring and China’s Exim bank will deal with 
restructuring,”. 

Senior scholar Raja C. Mohan questions “ is China ready to accept international rules 
to facilitate the IMF and Paris club deal? How they get bridged in the coming days is a 
concern. Many countries including Zambia are facing this issue. There has to be some 
understanding between creditors and international institutions”.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/20/china-can-play-critical-role-to-help-sri-lanka-with-its-debt-problems-analysts-say.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/20/china-can-play-critical-role-to-help-sri-lanka-with-its-debt-problems-analysts-say.html


• China’s involvement in Political space SLPP-CCP, funding, and supporting 
the autocratic regime 

• HR - Reciprocal support 

• Military and surveillance

• Debt trap diplomacy - Strategic-trap 
diplomacy



BRI in Sri Lanka

‘Sri Lanka was a most highly publicized case’ according to Elizabeth 

C. Economy’s book The World according to China ‘in which the 

country could not service its debt and instead 
granted China a 99-year lease on its Hambanthota port’. 

Its political elites made such irrational decisions calculating 
their political survival and China took clear advantage of the fragile 
and corrupt political system in Sri Lanka. 

The newly elected Prime Minister Dinesh Gunawardena highlighted the danger and 
China’s strategic aspiration when he was the foreign minister on the Hambanthota 

agreement “It says the 99-year lease can extend for a 
further period. Which means it can go on for any 
number of years after 99 years or for another 99 
years”. Even today as the new Prime Minister he knows he could never revisit 
this agreement nor investigate any Chinese project on corruption. There was a 
failed attempt by his predecessors especially Ranil Wickremasinghe in 2015.  

https://indianexpress.com/article/world/hambantota-port-deal-china-7203319/
https://indianexpress.com/article/world/hambantota-port-deal-china-7203319/
https://indianexpress.com/article/world/hambantota-port-deal-china-7203319/
https://indianexpress.com/article/world/hambantota-port-deal-china-7203319/




Chinese infrastructure diplomacy





SEZ or Overseas Economic and Commercial Cooperation 
Zones (OECCZ) are the primum principium of “building a nest to 
accommodate the Phoenix”, according to Lin Yifu, Chief Economist 
and former Senior Vice President of the World Bank. It 
was Lin Yifu who convinced former Ethiopian President Meles 
Zenawi and submitted a report to Omar Guelleh, the President 
of Djibouti to follow the OECCZ model. Has all these Chinese 
OECCZ in Africa and elsewhere considered the host 
countries’ needs? 

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01968812/document
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01968812/document
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01968812/document


Debt trap - Strategic trap 

Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja a Sri Lankan economist argues ‘there is no debt trap’. 

However, the same author argues in a recent article “Sri Lanka is not in a Chinese debt trap 
but could be at risk in the future if unfettered borrowing on commercial terms were to 
continue.”. 

My assessment has been, that the economic quantitative projection falls short in capturing 
the strategic depth of these projects. The Chinee projects have a long-term strategic design 
which could easily bring a ‘hybrid model’ of civil-military activity to the country, a security 
concern for Sri Lanka and the region. 

One cannot dismiss the scenario in a future date Sri Lankan government will be told by 
China, that Chinese priority in the Indian Ocean is to secure its infrastructure and 
maintain and contribute to maritime security. Just like Djibouti, Sri Lanka is vulnerable 
due to its strategic location and economic dependency towards China 



Sovereignty and National Security for MCC/ SOFA/ACSA/ECT but not for Chinese Projects?



Huawei 5G 

“Can you imagine Reagan and Thatcher having a conversation in the 
1980s saying: Let’s have the KGB build our telecommunications systems 
because they’re giving us a great discount?” commented Matthew Pottinger, 

US National Security Advisor at the Raisina Dialogue in New Delhi. 16 The discount 
offered by Huawei has won every stage of its mobile network expansion in 

developing nations like Sri Lanka.

80% of Sri Lankan telecommunication backbone is on Chinese hardware. 

Surveillance and Security for Police and Law and order.







MARINE SPHERE & GEO SPHERE



Recommendations 
• Economic assistance and political assistance - India provided USD4b and US

• Country-specific commitment towards a rules-based order - FOIPS - Indo-Pacific 

• Indo-Pacific narrative high note in Washington but passive in nations like Sri 
Lanka 

• Recalibration of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy - balance - rules-based order 

• Tool kit - BRI projects - improve processes - ASPI BRI Toolkit 

• Values of Democracy, Human Rights, fighting Corruption, and support towards 
regional stability. 



Thank you!


